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change produces a motion of about 10 nm, making the VPL a basic linear actuator which can be further interfaced with other organic/inorganic nanoscale components such as DNA actuators and carbon nanotubes. This paper presents the principle of operation of the VPL motor, the development of dynamic and
kinematic models to study their performance, and preliminary results obtained from the developed computational tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The recent explosion of research in nanotechnology, combined with important discoveries in molecular biology, has
created a new interest in biomolecular machines and robots.
The main goal in the field of biomolecular machines is to
use various biological elements—whose function at the cellular level creates a motion, force or a signal—as machine
components that perform the same function in response to
the same biological stimuli but in an artificial setting. In this
way, proteins and DNA could act as motors, mechanical
joints, transmission elements or sensors. If all these different components were assembled together, they could potentially form nanodevices with multiple degrees of freedom,
able to apply forces and manipulate objects in the nanoscale
world, transfer information from the nano to the macroscale
world and even travel in a nanoscale environment.
Just as conventional macromachines are used to develop
forces and motions to accomplish specific tasks, bio-nanomachines can be used to manipulate nano-objects, to assemble
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and fabricate other machines or products, and to perform
maintenance, repair and inspection operations. The advantages in developing bio-nanomachines include: a) energy
efficiency due to their intermolecular and interatomic interactions; b) low maintenance needs and high reliability due
to the lack of wear and also due to nature’s homeostatic
mechanisms (self-optimization and self-adaptation); c) low
cost of production due to their small size and natural
existence. Figure 1a shows one such concept of a nanoorganism, with its ‘feet’ made of helical peptides and its
body using carbon nanotubes, while the power unit is a
biomolecular motor. Figure 1b shows an example of a biomolecular nanorobot repairing an infected cell in a blood
vessel. Our goal is that just as conventional macromachines
are used to develop forces and motions to accomplish specific tasks, bio-nanomachines can be used to manipulate
nano-objects, to assemble and fabricate other machines or
products, to perform maintenance, repair and inspection
operations.
In this project, we are studying the development of Viral
Protein Linear (VPL) nanomotors and their integration as
actuators in bio-nanorobotic systems. The project consists
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There is a novel engineering interest in utilizing machines
that have always been an integral part of all life. These motors, which are called Biomolecular Motors, have attracted a
great deal of attention recently because they have high efficiency, they could be self-replicating, and hence cheaper in
mass usage, and they are readily available in nature. A number of enzymes such as kinesin,1, 2 RNA polymerase,3
myosin,4 dynein5 and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthase6 function as nanoscale linear, oscillatory or rotary biological motors. Other machines that have been extensively
studied include the flagella motors7 and the rotaxanes,8
which are examples of purely chemical motors. In addition,
there are compliance devices such as spring-like proteins
called fibronectin9 and vorticellids,10 as well as synthetic
contractile plant polymers.11
In addition to protein-based machines, several researchers
are exploring the use of DNA in nanoscale mechanisms.
Comparedtowith protein structures, DNA is small, simple and
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neered nanostructures. This property was exploited to build
several complex geometric structures, including knots, cubes
and various polyhedra.12 Mathematical analyses of the elastic structure of DNA using energy minimization methods
were performed to examine its molecular stability, wherein
short DNA strands were treated as an elastic rod.13 Initial
physical experiments on DNA visualization and manipulation using mechanical, electrical and chemical means have
been underway for a decade.14, 15 A dynamic device providing atomic displacements of 2–6 nm was proposed in,16
wherein the chemically induced transition between the B
and Z DNA morphologies acts as a moving nanoscale device. A method for localized element-specific motion conFigure 1. (a) A vision of a nano-organism: carbon nanotubes form the
trol was seen in the reversible transition between four
main body; peptide limbs can be used for locomotion and object manipustranded topoisomeric DNA motifs (PX and JX2), thereby
lation. A biomolecular motor located at the head can propel the device in
producing
rotary motion.17 A very important, though simple
various environments; (b) A “nanorobot” flowing inside a blood vessel
DNA machine that resembles a pair of tweezers was sucfinds an infected cell. The nanorobot attaches on the cell and projects a
drug to repair or destroy the infected cell.
cessfully created. Its actuation is also fueled by adding DNA
fuel strands.18
Application of kinematics is a relatively new idea in molof three research phases: 1) Development of concepts for
ecular simulations. However, efforts to describe 3-D molenovel bio-nanomotors and devices; 2) Performance of comcular conformations have been made for the past three
putational studies to develop models and design procedures
decades. There has been work on problems such as molecuthat will predict and optimize the performance of the prolar docking,19 protein folding, receptor-ligand binding,20
posed bio-nanomotors and systems; and 3) Execution of
alpha-helices packing21, 22 and applications in drug deexperimental studies to demonstrate the validity of the prosign.23 There have also been efforts to generate algorithms
posed concepts, models and design methodologies. In this
to perform conformational search—i.e., search for feasible
paper, we present the current activities and results for the
(low energy) conformations2428 and derivation of molecufirst two phases. More specifically, we present the principle
lar conformations.29 Efficient maintenance of molecular
of operation of the VPL motor, the development of dyconformations can greatly impact the performance of connamic and kinematic models to study their performance,
formational search procedures, energy minimization proceand preliminary results obtained from the developed comdures, and all computations that involve large molecules
putational tools.
and require frequent recalculation of conformations.
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3. THE VPL MOTOR AND ITS TYPES

In the first stages of this project, computational and experimental studies are performed using the Influenza virus protein Hemagglutinin (HA) as the basis for forming a VPL
In this project, we are focusing on the mechanical propermotor. The reason for making this peptide selection is that,
ties of viral proteins to change their 3-D conformation
based on current literature, this peptide seems to be able to
depending on the pH level of environment. Thus, a new linperform repeatable motion controlled by variation of the pH.
ear biomolecular actuator type is obtained that we call: Viral
The X-ray crystallographic structure of bromelainProtein Linear (VPL) motor.
released soluble ectodomain of Influenza envelope glycoSo far, we know, to a great degree of accuracy, the role
protein hemagglutinin (BHA) was solved in 1981.30 BHA
of envelope glycoproteins of various retroviruses for the
and pure HA were shown to undergo similar pH-dependant
process of membrane fusion, which is a process necessary
conformational changes which lead to membrane fusion.31
for the virus to be able to infect a cell. During the process of
HA consists of two polypeptide chain subunits (HA1 and
membrane fusion, there is a distinct conformational change
HA2) linked by a disulfide bond. HA1 contains sialic acid
in the peptide on the viral surface as it ‘readies’ itself for inbinding sites, which respond to the cell surface receptors of
fecting the cell. This change is due to the pH change associthe target cells and, hence, help the virus to recognize a
ated with the vicinity of the cell. Given similar conditions,
cell.32 Out of the various theories proposed to explain the
it is proposed to use this conformational change to produce
process of membrane fusion, the spring-loaded conformaVPL motors. We have selected the following viral peptides
tional change theory33 is the most widely accepted. Accordfor further consideration in this project: 1) The Influenza
ing to this model, there is a specific region (sequence) in
virus protein Hemagglutinin (HA) peptide HA2; 2) The
HA2 that to
tends to form a coiled coil. In the original X-ray
Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIVDelivered
1) peptide by Ingenta
structure
of
this75000325)
region is simply a random loop.
gp41; 3) The HumanMr
Respiratory
Syncytial
Virus
(HRSV)
Matharu (cid 32629), ingenta internal live native
2.2/F4HA,
(cid
It
further
states
that,
upon
activation, a 36 amino-acid
protein subunit F1; 4) The Simian Immunodeficiency IP
Virus
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residue
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makes
a
dramatic
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(SIV) protein gp41; 5) The Human T cell Leukemia
virus
Sun, 09 Oct 2005 04:17:23
from a loop to a triple-stranded extended coiled coil along
type 1 protein gp21; 6) The Simian Parainfluenza Virus
with some residues of a short a-helix that precedes it. This
peptide unit SV5; 7) The Ebola virus protein gp2.
process relocates the hydrophobic fusion peptide (and the
Each one of these peptides can result in a different VPL
N-terminal of the peptide) by about 10 nm. In a sense of biomotor that can have different properties in regard to
mimicking, we are engineering a peptide identical to the
weight, volume, range of motion, force and speed capabil36-residue long peptide mentioned above, which we call
ities. However, the principle of actuation is the same. Studloop36. Cutting out the loop36 from the VPL motor, we obies have shown that the common characteristic in these
tain a peptide that has a closed length of about 4 nm and an
viruses is the structure of a portion of the surface protein
extended length of about 6 nm, giving it an extension by
(envelope glycoprotein) and the mode of infection. The entwo-thirds of its length. Once characterized, the peptide
velope glycoproteins of these viruses can be divided into
will be subjected to conditions similar to what a virus expetwo subunits, which are a result of proteolytic cleavage of
riences in the proximity of a cell, that is, a reduced pH. The
a common precursor protein. The two subunits have differresulting conformational change can be monitored by fluoent functions. For example, in the case of HIV 1 the prerescence tagging techniques and the forces can be measured
cursor glycoprotein is gp160, which is proteolytically
using Atomic Force Microscope.
cleaved into gp120 and gp41 subunits. The gp120 is the
Figures 2a and 2b show a schematic of the VPL motor
surface subunit and the gp41 is the transmembrane (TM)
supporting a moving platform. The motor is shown in its
subunit. The surface subunit, with the help of receptors loinitial, “contracted” phase that corresponds to the virus’ nacated on the cell surface, serves to recognize the cell to be
tive state (Figure 2a) and at its extended, fusogenic state
infected when it comes in the vicinity of the virus. The
(Figure 2b). The total outward protrusion is measured to be
gp41 mediates membrane fusion between the viral and cel10 nanometers. To augment the force capabilities of the
lular membranes. It has been found that gp41, and correVPL motors, several VPL actuating elements could be atsponding TM subunits in other (above listed) viruses, actached in parallel as it is shown in Figure 3. Such parallel
quire an alpha-helical conformation when the virus is in its
attachment of multiple VPL motors could result in exactive or fusogenic state. The structure is like a hairpin
tremely powerful, micro-, meso- or even macro-actuators
composed of three coils, having one C terminal (carboxythat will be able to apply ultra large forces while their diend) and the other an N terminal (amino-end). This coiled
mensions are extremely small. To increase the displacecoil structure undergoes a conformational change induced
ment capability of the VPL motors, several VPL elements
by mildly acidic conditions (i.e., pH around 5). This
could be connected in a series (Figure 3).
change is required for the process of membrane fusion, i.e.,
To develop nanomechanical assemblies such as mechathe fusion of viral and cellular membranes essential for innisms that will be powered by the proposed VPL motors, we
fection of the cell. With the change in pH, the N-terminals
need to investigate the possibility for the VPL motors to be
pop out of the inner side and the peptide acquires a
interfaced with other machine components so that they form
straightened position or fusogenic state.
20
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Figure 3. Several VPL motors placed in parallel (left) and series (right)
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multi-degree-of-freedom bio-nanodevices. The idea is to
use the VPL motors as the actuators of such nanodevices,
where the structural elements are carbon nanotubes, while
the joints are formed by appropriately designed DNA elements. A futuristic example of such a bio-nanomachine is
shown in Figure 4. This is a 3-degree of freedom, 3-legged
parallel manipulator. The top and bottom platform are made
from carbon nanotubes. They are connected to each other
using three legs made from the VPL motors. The interface
of the VPL motors to each one of the carbon nanotube platforms is made using DNA-based universal joints.

E  Eb  Ev  EJ  Eq  EndW  Eel  Ehb  Ecr  EcJ

(1)

The individual components of the total energy E are the
bond potential Eb, the bond angle potential Ev, the dihedral

4. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
To predict the dynamic performance of the proposed VPL
motors (i.e., energy and force calculation), we are performing Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations based on the
calculation of the free energy that is released during the
transition from native to fusogenic state. We used MD software called CHARMm (Chemistry at Harvard Molecular
J. Comput. Theor. Nanosci. Vol. 1. No. 1, 2004

Figure 4. Three-degree-of-freedom parallel platforms can be formed
using controllable VPL actuators attached at the three legs of the platform.
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Figure 2. (a) Three titin fibers can be used as passive spring elements to
join two platforms and form a single-degree-of-freedom parallel platform
that is actuated by a Viral Protein Linear (VPL) actuator (center). (b) The
VPL actuator has stretched out, resulting in the upward linear motion of
the platform. The three titin fibers are also stretched out.

Mechanics).34 In MD, the feasibility of a particular conformation of the biomolecule in question is dictated by the energy constraints. Hence, a transition from one given state to
another must be energetically favorable, unless there is an
external impetus that helps the molecule overcome the energy barrier. When a macromolecule changes conformation, the interactions of its individual atoms with each
other—as well as with the solvent—compose a very complex force system. The CHARMm energy function is given
by:
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angle potential EJ, the torsion potential Eq, the Van der
Waals Potential EndW, the electrostatic potential function
Eel, the hydrogen bond potential E bb, the constraint term
Ecr, and the dihedral constraint potential E cJ. The functional forms of these potentials are as follows:
Bond potential is given by
Eb  kb

∑ (r  r )

2

0

(2)

The variable r is an instantaneous bond length due to an
extension or contraction of a bond and r0 is its original
length. Similarly, the bond angle potential is given by
Ev  kv

∑ (v  v )
0

2

(3)

proportional to rij12. The other important factor in nonbonded interaction is the electrostatic interaction, which for
atoms i and j, is given by:
E el 

∑

excl(i,j) 1

q iq j
4p 0  r rij

(7)

with qi and qj being the partial charges on atoms separated
by a distance 0 and r are the permittivity of free space and
the relative permittivity of the medium separating the atoms
in question, respectively.
The hydrogen bond potential has the general form as:
E hb 

 A

∑  r

i
AD



B
cos m (vA-H-D )  cos n (vAA-A-H )
j 
rAD


Angle v is the deviation from the equilibrium value v0 of
(8)
2
 sw rAD
, rh2on , rh2off  sw cos 2 (vA-H-D ),
the bond angle for a given set of atoms. Under normal temperature conditions, these two potential values are very
cos 2 (v hon ), cos 2 (v hoff )
small, as the bond lengths and angles do not change appreDelivered
ciably. However, there is rotation around certain
bonds by Ingenta to
MrThe
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2.2/F4 (cid
(torsion or bond twist).
dihedral(cid
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or torsioningenta
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tial is thus formulated, which is given by
antecedent, acceptor, hydrogen atom and donor atoms, reSun, 09 Oct 2005
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spectively,
with angles and distances designated accordingly. The indices i and j are positive integers with i  j.
(4)
EJ 
k J  k J cos(nJ)
Function sw is the cubic spline switching function used to
achieve smooth cut-offs.
This term is a four-atom term based on the dihedral angle
The atom harmonics constraints take the form
J about an axis defined by the middle pair of atoms. The
energy constant in this term may be negative (with a maximum at cis-conformation) and it can consist of several con(9)
E cr  K i (ri  ri0 ) 2
tributions with different values of the constant kJ. The improper energy term is given by
This constraint potential is used to maintain the position
ri of certain chosen atoms (denoted by the index i) about
(5)
Eq 
k q (q  q 0 ) 2
their mean positions ri0 and to avoid large displacements
when minimizing energy. Constant rigid distance conIt maintains chirality about tetrahedral atoms joined to
straints between two atoms i and j can be placed as drij  0.
heavy atoms such as -carbons and planarity about planar
Dihedral constraints can be used to maintain certain local
atoms such as carbonyl carbon. Some of the force constants
conformations by restricting the dihedral angle of an atom
(ki) are obtained from literature and some are obtained by
i by
fitting vibrational data. The geometric constants such as r0,
v0, n, q0 are obtained from crystallographic data. All con(10)
E cJ 
K i (J i  J i0 ) 2
stants are defined and stored in the parameter files, which
are called upon every time a structure needs to be built.
where Ji and Ji0 are instantaneous and equilibrium dihedral
The electrodynamic effect of Van der Waals’ forces is
angle values, respectively.
included by using the Lennard-Jones potential as:
With CHARMm, it is possible to model a protein based
on
its amino acid sequence and allow a transition between
12
6
 R 
 R ij  
ij
two
known states of the protein using Targeted Molecular
E ndW 
 ij       
(6)


r
r
Dynamics
(TMD).35
 ij  
excl(i,j)  1   ij 
Targeted Molecular Dynamics (TMD) is a toolbox of
CHARMm that is used for approximate modeling of proIn the above equation, ij represents the energy of the
cesses spanning long timescales and relatively large disminimum (deepest) point on Van der Waals curve for the
placements. Because the distance to be traveled by the Natom pair ij, Rij is the separation distance between the
terminal of the viral protein is relatively large, we cannot let
atom pair ij at the energy minima, and rij is the current acthe protein unfold by itself. Instead of ‘unfolding’ we want
tual distance between atom i and atom j. The attractive
it to undergo a large conformational change and ‘open’ up.
forces between two proximal atoms are proportional to rij6
To achieve this, the macromolecule will be ‘forced’ toward
and the repulsive forces due to their nuclear repulsions are

(

[

)

]
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simulations. Both the forward (closed to open) and the reverse (open to closed) transformations are carried out. The
RMSD between the two end-point structures is about 9Å,
therefore, the transformation is carried out in 91 intermediate steps or windows with a 0.1 Å RMSD spacing between
X  (X1, X2, . . ., X3N)T
(11)
each intermediate window. At each intermediate window,
the structure is constrained to be at the required RMSD
where 3N are the Cartesian coordinates of the position vecvalue away from the starting structure. It is minimized using
tors r1, r2, . . ., rN of each individual atom, then for each
100 steps of Steepest Descent minimization, and then equiconfiguration x, its distance, r to the target configuration
librated with 0.5 picoseconds of Langevin dynamics with a
‘F’ is defined as:
friction coefficient of 25 ps on the non-hydrogen atoms.
2
The harmonic RMSD constraint is mass-weighted and has a
(12)
r x  x F 
( x Ii  x Fi )
force constant of 500 kcal/mol/ Å2 applied only to the nonThe distance r is a purely geometric control parameter
hydrogen atoms. The decision to calculate the RMSD only
here, which will be used to force the macromolecule to unfor non-hydrogen atoms is usually done by convention
dergo the desired transformation. The constraint applied for
since the conformation of the protein is more directly dethis is equal to:
pendent on the heavy atoms than on the hydrogen atoms.
2
Spontaneous transformation between the two conforma(13)
f (x)  x  x F  r2
tions using unconstrained molecular dynamics may occur
in the microsecond
timescale. In the present case, however,
to
This results in an additional constraint force: Delivered by Ingenta
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the RMSD values of the structures at the end of each interwhere λ is the Lagrange parameter.
mediate window from both the native closed (nonThe TMD algorithm steps are:
fusogenic) and the open (fusogenic) conformations. The
1. Set r  r0  |xI  xF| where I is the initial and F is
two curves correspond to the forward and reverse transformations, respectively, and the difference between the two
the final conformation.
curves is due to hysteresis. A small RMSD value on the x2. Choose initial coordinates xi(0)  xIi and appropriate
axis indicates that the structure is close to the native conforinitial velocities.
mation while a small RMSD value on the y-axis indicates
3. Solve, numerically, the equations of motion with the
that the structure is close to the closed conformation. In
additional constraint force Fc.
4. After each time step t diminish r by r  (r0 
rf)t/ts where ts is the total simulation time.
a final configuration ‘F’ from an initial configuration ‘I’ by
applying constraints. The constraint is in the form of a bias in
the force field. If we define the 3N position coordinates corresponding to N atoms in the molecule as

[∑

]
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Figure 5. The non-hydrogen RMSD values of the structures at the end
of each window in the constrained molecular dynamics transformation
between the closed (native, non-fusogenic) and the open (fusogenic)
states of the 36 amino acid peptide test system. The RMSD values (in Å)
in comparison to the closed state are on the x-axis, those in comparison
to the open state are on the y-axis. The two curves correspond to the forward (closed to open) and the reverse (open to closed) transformations,
respectively.
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At the end of the simulation, the final distance rf is
reached. In this way, a monotonous reduction of r forces
the system to find a pathway from xI to a final configuration
xF.
In this project, the two known states are the native and the
fusogenic states of the 36-residue peptide of HA. The structural data on these two states was obtained from the Protein
Data Bank (PDB).36 These PDB files contain the precise
molecular make up of the proteins, including the size, shape,
angle between bonds and a variety of other aspects. We used
the PDB entries 1HGF and 1HTM, respectively, as sources
for the initial and final states of the peptide.
In a representative simulation, the “open” structure was
generated arbitrarily by forcing the structure away from the
native conformation with constrained high-temperature
molecular dynamics. After a short equilibration, these two
“closed” and “open” structures are then used as reference
end-point states to study the transformation between the
open and closed conformations. The transformation is enforced through a root mean square difference (RMSD) harmonic constraint in conjunction with molecular dynamics

JCTN0101_003 3/18/04 3:53 PM Page 24

Figure 8. Ribbon drawing of the open conformation as obtained by
TMD simulations. There is a noticeable increase in alpha-helical content
and the peptide openings.

RESEARCH ARTICLE

form, is what requires more energy. This process occurs
solely due to the pH drop in the natural setting of the VPL
since it is the rest of the large protein attached to the ends of
this loop36 that affects its behavior.
A more realistic environment of the VPL requires the inclusion of the effect of pH on the protein. For this, 10 titrable amino acids (Glutamic Acid—GLU, Aspartic Acid—
ASP and Histidine—HIS) were chosen out of the VPL
Figure 6. Energy variation for loop36 peptide with salvation model EEF1.
sequence to be protonated. New topology files were used to
replace them with their protonated counterparts, and the effect on the
Delivered by Ingenta
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tion. The energy plot using solvation function EEF1 is
shown in Figure 6 and the simulation snapshots for the initial and final states are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
By using TMD we have been able to prove that the final
state of the VPL shown in Figure 8 is feasible, and it is the
result of the action of the applied potentials. However, from
the energy graph in Figure 6, we learn that even though the
36-residue long protein is forced to undergo a conformational change, it would require an energy jump to overcome
the barrier that appears at approximately 4000 iterations.
Unless an external force induces that jump, the protein
would not go naturally to that state. TMD works well in the
first stages of the change in structure since the protein does
not require much provocation to transform into an intermediate conformation. Only after 4000 iterations more energy
is required. In fact, the opening of the helical region, followed
by the adjustment of the remaining loop into an a-helical

Figure 7. Ribbon drawing of the closed conformation of the 36-residue
peptide as obtained from PDB entry 1HGF.
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5. MOLECULAR KINEMATICS
Molecular kinematic simulations are being developed to
study the geometric properties and conformational space of
the VPL motors. The kinematic analysis is based on the development of direct and inverse kinematic models and their
use in the workpspace analysis of the VPL motors. In this
section, we present the derivation of the direct and inverse
kinematic modules that have been incorporated into a
MATLAB toolbox called BioKineLab that has been developed in our laboratory to study protein kinematics.
Proteins are macromolecules that are made up from 20
different types of amino acids, also called residues. For
kinematic purposes, we consider these residues to be connected in a serial manner to create a serial manipulator. The
“back bone” of the chain is a repeat of the Nitrogen 
Alpha Carbon–Carbon (N-Ca-C-) sequence. A side chain
(R), which is different for each residue, is also attached to
the Ca atom. These side chains are passive 3-D structures
with no revolute joints. Hydrogen atoms are neglected because of their small size and weight. The C-N bond joins
two amino acid residues and has a partial double-bond
character and, thus, is non-rotatable. There are, however,
two bonds which are free to rotate. These are the N-Ca and
Ca-C bonds and the rotation angles around them are known
as phi (J) and psi (w), respectively. The value of these angles determines the 3-D structure of the protein and makes
it perform its function. Therefore, a protein is considered to
be a serial linkage with K1 solid links connected by K
J. Comput. Theor. Nanosci. Vol. 1. No. 1, 2004
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ai is the angle between zi1 and zi measured about xi1
and represents the angle between two bonds;
bi is the distance from xi1 to xi measured along zi; and
represents the length of the bond joining Q i  1 to Qi;
vi is the angle between xi1 and xi measured about zi and
represents the torsional angle of the bond.

Figure 9. Rotational degrees of freedom along a residue chain. Adjacent
residues are separated by dashed lines; side chains are denoted by R; and
the purple line represents the back-bone.

revolute joints (Figure 9). In case of loop36, K takes the
value 72. In most kinematic studies, bond lengths and bond
angles are considered constant, while the torsional angles
(J and w) are allowed to change.25

The coordinates of the origin and of the unit vectors of
frame Fi with respect to frame Fi1 are represented using
the following 4  4 homogeneous transformation matrix,39
where cvi is the cos(vi), svi is the sin(vi), cai1 is the
cos(ai1) and sai1 is the sin(ai1).
 cv i
sv ca
i
i 1
Ri  
 sv i sa i  1

 0

sv i
0
cv i ca i  1 sa i  1
cv i sa i  1 ca i  1
0
0

0 
bi sa i  1 

bi ca i  1 

1 

(15)

5.1. Direct Kinematics

5.2. Inverse Kinematics

Figure 10. Frames Fi1 and Fi are attached to parent atom Qi1, and Qi
and bond rotation angle is i1.
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The inverse kinematic problem calculates the VPL motor’s
torsional angles given in initial and final conformation and
when all constant parameters of the chain are specified. A
modified version of the Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD)
method is used here. The CCD algorithm was initially developed for inverse kinematic applications in robotics.40
For the inverse kinematics of protein chains, the torsional
angles must be adjusted to move the C-terminal (end-effector)
to a given desired position. The CCD method involves adjusting one torsional angle at a time to minimize the sum of
25
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If an atom Qi is connected to the root atom Q0 by a sequence
bonds bi, . . ., b1, then the coordinates of Qi with
Delivered
The direct kinematic problem calculates the VPL
motor’s by Ingentaofto
respect
to
frame
F0 are:
Mr Matharu
(cid 32629),
ingenta
(cid 75000325)
final configuration. When
an initial configuration
is given,
all internal live 2.2/F4
IP : 127.0.0.1(x y z 1)T  R1 . . . . Ri (0 0 0 1)T (16)
constant parameters of the chain are specified and a specific
Sun, 09
Oct 2005 04:17:23
set of rotations for the torsional angles is defined.
Frames
In a similar way, the position of any atom on a side chain
are affixed at each backbone atom (Figure 10). Let bi be a
can
be calculated with respect to the root frame F0.
bond between atoms Qi and Qi1. A local frame Fi1 
A
representative result of the direct kinematic module of
{Qi1; xi1, yi1, zi1} is attached at bond bi1 as follows:
the
BioKineLab
toolbox is shown in Figure 11. The results
zi1 has the direction of bond bi1; xi1 is perpendicular
are
obtained
by
running
direct kinematic simulations on the
to both bi1 and bi; and yi1 is perpendicular to both xi1
native
state
of
loop36
as
shown in Fig. 11a. The final state
and zi1 (Figure 10). Similarly, a local frame Fi  {Qi; xi,
29
of
the
same
protein
obtained
from NMR (Nuclear Magnetic
yi, zi} is attached to bond bi. The Protein DenavitResonance)
experiments
is
shown
in Fig. 11b. Note that the
Hartenberg (PDH) parameters are defined to facilitate
38
random
coil
portion
has
turned
into
an a-helix after transthe geometric representation of one frame to another as
formation,
giving
us
a
linear
motion
of the end-effector.
follows:
The goal was to achieve the final loop36 conformation
using direct kinematic techniques. For this, the torsional anai is the distance from zi1 to zi measured along xi1 and
gles corresponding to the final state were determined using
physically represents the perpendicular distance bethe Accerlys Viewer ActiveX software. These angles, along
tween two successive bonds;
with the initial state of loop36, were given as an input to the
direct kinematic module of BioKineLab. Figure 11c shows
the final structure generated by BioKineLab, which is a
very good approximation of the actual output and shows the
relevance of using molecular kinematics for predicting and
generating protein conformations quickly.
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Figure 11. (a) loop36 protein in the native state; (b) openDelivered
state generatedby
by NMR
experiments
Ingenta
to which is similar to that generated by MD, computation
time for MD is about 2 hours;
(c)
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state
generated
by
molecular
kinematics,
computation
is less (cid
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seconds.
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IP : 127.0.0.1
2005
04:17:23
vector
between the pivot atom and the current end-effector

Sun,
Oct
the squared distances between the current and
the 09
desired
end-effector positions. Hence, at each step in the CCD
method, the original n-dimensional minimization problem
is reduced to a simple one-dimensional problem (Figure
12). The algorithm proceeds iteratively through all of the
adjustable torsional angles from the C-terminal to the base
N-terminal.
At any given CCD step, the bond around which the rotation is being performed is called the pivot bond and its preceding atom is called the pivot atom. The torsional angle
corresponding to the pivot bond is to be determined.
Let Pid be the position vector between the pivot atom and
desired end-effector position; Pih be the position vector between the pivot atom and an intermediate stage reached by
the end-effector during transition; and Pih be the position

position. Then, dP denotes the error vector between the desired and the current end-effector positions and J is the
angle by which the pivot bond is to be rotated.
The errors between the current and the desired endeffector locations can be described by the following positive scalar function of J that represents the scalar position
error (distance) P that is used as the objective function to
be minimized:
P(J)  P(J) P(J)  (Pid  P ih(J))
(Pid  P ih(J))

(17)

where the symbol represents the scalar product of two
vectors.
Vector P ih is obtained by rotating Pih by an angle J along
the pivot bond:
Pih (J)  [ R( zi , J)]Pih

(18)

where [R(zi, J)] is a 3  3 rotation matrix and zi is the unit
vector along zi. Expanding Equation (17) by using Equation
(18), the following equation is obtained:
P(J)  Pid Pid  Pih Pih  2 Pid

([R(z , J)]P )
i

ih

(19)

Since the products Pid Pid and Pih Pih are positive constants, minimizing P would be the same as maximizing:
g(J)  Pid

([R(z , J)]P )
i

ih

(20)

The right-hand side of Equation (20) can be expanded as:

Figure 12.

26

One step of the CCD method.

[R( zi , J)]Pih  zi ( Pih zi )(1 cos (J))  Pih cos (J)
 ( zi  Pih ) sin(J)

(21)
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Table 1. Results of Inverse Kinematics with loop36.

Substituting Equation (21) into (20), g( ) becomes:
g(J)  ( Pid zi )( Pih zi )(1  cos (J))  ( Pid Pih )cos (J)
 Pid ( zi  Pih )sin (J)  k 1 (1  cos (J))
 k 2 cos (J)  k 3 sin (J)

(22)

End-effector Initial Position
Desired Position
Position Reached
Error (Å)
Number of Iterations

X(Å)

Y(Å)

Z(Å)

23.3
26.0
26.0

81.7
75.0
74.8
0.1566
31

228.0
224.0
223.9

Where k1, k2 and k3 are constant coefficients given by
k 1  ( Pid zi )( Pih zi ), k 2  Pid Pih ,
k 3  zi ( Pih  Pid )

(23)

If there are no boundary constraints imposed on J, then
g(J) is maximized if the following conditions are satisfied:

tion. Side chains are not shown for clarity. Table I shows
the inverse kinematic results of the CCD simulations.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the concept of the Viral Protein Linear nanomotor was presented. Dynamic and kinematic analysis methods
(24)
were described to calculate important properties of the motor.
Preliminary results from the application of these computad 2 g(J)
tional methods in the VPL motor were shown. The dynamic
(25)
 ( k 1  k 2 )cos(J)  k 3sin(J)  0
dJ 2
analysis, though
Delivered by Ingenta
to slower, attempts a more realistic representation
of
the
conformation is energy
Matharu
(cid 32629),
ingenta
2.2/F4Each
(cidintermediate
75000325)
A unique value ofMr
J can
be determined
from these
equa- internal livesystem.
minimized
to
make
sure
that
it
is
stable
and feasible. Targeted
tions. From Equation (24), angle v can be calculated: IP : 127.0.0.1
molecular
dynamics
studies
show
that
a large impetus is
Sun, 09 Oct 2005 04:17:23
needed
to
make
the
protein
undergo
the
desired conforma

k
3
(26)
J  tan1 

tional
change,
unless
there
are
other
environmental
factors
 k 2  k1 
present, due to the presence of the remaining part of the proThis determines a candidate value Jc in the range π/2
tein not taken into account in this study. However, it assures
 Jc  π/2. However, since function tan is periodic, there
the stability of the two end states of the system predicted by
is potentially one other value to consider: Jc  π. Of these
the kinematic analysis and experimental observations. The
candidate values, those which pass the second derivative
kinematic analysis can suggest the geometric paths that could
test in inequality (25) are the maximizing values for the obbe followed by the protein during the transition, while dynamjective function (18). If there is more than one value, the
ics will narrow down the possibilities by pointing at the
objective function is evaluated with each of them to deteronly energetically feasible paths. A combination of the two
mine which yields the true maximum.
approaches—kinematics to give quick initial results, and dyOnce J has been uniquely determined, the corresponding
namics to corroborate and select the feasible solutions—can
pivot bond is rotated to reflect the change and the endprove to be an indispensable tool in bio-nanorobotics.
effector position is computed using direct kinematic techThe future of bio-nanomachines is bright. We are at the
niques. Then, the CCD method proceeds to the next iteradawn of a new era in which many disciplines will merge, intion. Figure 13 is the ball and stick model of a segment of
cluding robotics, mechanical, chemical and biomedical engithe protein before and after the inverse kinematic simulaneering, chemistry, biology, physics and mathematics, so that
fully functional systems will be developed. However, there
remain many hurdles that must be overcome to reach this
goal. Developing a complete database of different biomolecular machine components, the ability to interface or assemble
different machine components, and the development of accurate models are some of the challenges to be faced in the near
future. The problems involved in controlling and coordinating several bio-nanomachines will come next.
dg(J)
 ( k 1  k 2 ) sin (J)  k 3 cos(J)  0
dJ

Figure 13. Initial conformation of the protein (left) and one of the solutions found by CCD simulations (right).
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